L298n wiring diagram

H-Bridge's are typically used in controlling motors speed and direction, but can be used for
other projects such as driving the brightness of certain lighting projects such as high powered
LED arrays. In motors try to imagine the brush as a water wheel and electrons as a the flowing
droplets of water. The voltage would be the water flowing over the wheel at a constant rate, the
more water flowing the higher the voltage. Motors are rated at certain voltages and can be
damaged if the voltage is applied to heavily or if it is dropped quickly to slow the motor down.
Thus PWM. Take the water wheel analogy and think of the water hitting it in pulses but at a
constant flow. The longer the pulses the faster the wheel will turn, the shorter the pulses, the
slower the water wheel will turn. Motors will last much longer and be more reliable if controlled
through PWM. The generic wiring schematic above should do the trick for most. The Arduino
code sketch is pretty straight forward. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analogWrite function. I
have added a link to the. Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. This seems weird. Everywhere else
I read that the board will supply 5V when running off V supply. But they never say you should
put 5V from the Pi in it???! This step is not necessary, I like to tie together rails of equal v-value
for stability of my projects some components are heavier draw than others and v-droop is
annoying. What is necessary is to make sure your projects components are always grounded
together. Reply 5 years ago. That's not a good idea. Question 2 months ago on Step 4. See
attached diagram showing power connections. The sketch and circuit work fine. My problem is
that the circuit seems highly susceptible to interference. Seems to correlate with other activity
on the house circuit where the wall wort is plugged in. I have two of these circuits at different
locations - one is in kitchen where a dimmer switch exists and really wreaks havoc with the
motor activating in fits and starts. Pretty much makes the circuit unusable in this environment
unless dimmer switch is off. Behavior is the same either way. Is there an issue with my circuit
wiring? Any advise appreciated. However, the GPIO ports can only output up to 3. Can I still
connect them to the in1, in2, in3, in4, enA and enB ports? Should I plug the Raspberry's 3.
Reply 10 months ago. I'm sure your windshield wiper motor draws more current than the 2 Amp
this unit can supply. Check the current drawn by the windshield wiper motor when you connect
it to your 12 Volt supply directly. You probably find it draws more that 10 Amp!!! Question 2
years ago. Answer 1 year ago. Question 2 years ago on Introduction. Answer 2 years ago.
Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Question 2 years ago on Step 4. Question 3 years ago on
Introduction. What is the current limit for this motor deriver module to run high amp motor e. I
tried this with both of the modules you have in the instructions one with the blue connectors for
the motor on the opposite side, and the other with the yellow motor connectors on the same
side. I am trying to control using PWM, so I use this:. When I test the code "dry" it all looks
good. I turn the rotary encoder 1 click to either side and the values of direction and pwmSpeed
are printed out and are correct. However when I put a loco model train on the rails, then
whenever I output anything but 0 to the pwm pin, then I just hear a buzz sound from the loco's
engine. Any idea why? Reply 3 years ago. On higher duty cycles the motor starts to spin. On
higher frequency you don't hear the buzz. Hello, According to the Ln'datasheet, their is current
sensors on this chip. I bought this chip but in the configuration of your first picture. Any ideas
to have an acces to current sensor? More by the author:. About: Here I am! The model in the
example I am using is from Ebay. A DC power supply, v A motor that is the correct voltage for
your power supply used. Usage: H-Bridge's are typically used in controlling motors speed and
direction, but can be used for other projects such as driving the brightness of certain lighting
projects such as high powered LED arrays. Two things to mention ; Make sure you have all of
your grounds tied together; Arduino, Power source, and the Motor controller. Controls: Key
Motor Motor 1 Forward Motor 1 Stop Motor 1 Reverse Motor 2 Forward Motor 2 Stop
Participated in the Microcontroller Contest View Contest. Did you make this project? Share it
with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock
by prdassonville in Clocks. Reichenstein7 6 years ago on Introduction. Reply Upvote. YveG1
Reichenstein7 Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. Why do you connect Pi's 5V to the 5V on the
board?? Reichenstein7 YveG1 Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. IgorS32 Reichenstein7 Reply
5 years ago. Answer Upvote. TDpereczon 1 year ago. Zah TDpereczon Reply 10 months ago.
Ralphxyz 1 year ago. The engine itself does not use anything but forwards the load and gives a
sense to the engines. TDpereczon Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Hi, I tried this with both
of the modules you have in the instructions one with the blue connectors for the motor on the
opposite side, and the other with the yellow motor connectors on the same side. Champarl 3
years ago. The LN Module is large in size and will need plenty of space if fitting inside a vehicle.
However, with the size of motor that this can support, you can have a vehicle large enough to
support its physical size. You can consider using the LN H-Bridge Module for driving DC motors
that are typically installed in custom built robots or vehicles. DC motors typically do not need
an H-Bridge driver to operate. For it is only necessary when you need to change the rotation

direction of the motor spin. In most situations, the H-Bridge Module is likely to be powered by
battery where the voltage is likely to drop over time. Therefore it is necessary to consider what
is the maximum and lowest voltage you need for good system operation. Knowing this will help
you decide when you need to disable the H-Bridge 5v regulator. In addition, you will need to
consider the difference between the battery nominal voltage and the fully charged battery
voltage. Consequently, when matching dc motors to various battery types and battery voltages,
your dc motors in some cases are going to be slightly under or overpowered. If you are using
high power 6-volt dc motors, you may be looking to use a 2S 7. However, in this case, the
nominal battery voltage will not be enough to power the LN module onboard 5V regulator. So,
we will need an alternative 5V power source to power the H-Bridge module. We may want to
discharge the battery packs to as low as 6 volts before returning the batteries to the charger.
That means there is little headroom to support dropout voltages from 5V regulators. One of the
ways to avoid these dropout voltage issues or even battery voltage dips, we can use a
buck-boost DC to DC converter in our motor driver circuit. This module is typical of what you
will find on Ebay or Banggood shopping websites. Pololu however, has a much better range of
DC to DC converters with much better specifications in more compact sizes. But for
experimental purposes and if space allows, the XL module will work. And this module will
provide logic level power to the LN and other 5V logic connections. However, one thing to note
though, these modules can draw current from the battery even when the module is not
powering anything else. So, when the robot project is not in use, someway to isolate the battery
is necessary to avoid accidentally over discharging batteries. Adding a voltage feedback
display will help avoid over-discharging batteries during use. An inexpensive mini L. D digital
voltmeter module can be a quick add-on for good visible feedback. The LN module supports up
to two motors. So you will need three output pins on the Arduino micro-controller for each
motor. Additionally, if you want motor speed control, one of the three Arduino pins should
ideally be a hardware PWM pin. The following Image illustrates how an Arduino micro-controller
can be connected to the H-Bridge module. The code below shows an example of how the wire
connections have been assigned. You have the pin declarations that connect to the LN module,
and you also have the Arduino initialisation for each pin. The purchase price is going to vary
greatly depending on how quickly you want the items. Therefore shop around checking out
Amazon, Ebay, Adafruit and local electronic stores. Thank you for the support! Although you
will find the same items on Ebay, Banggood has faster shipping options when ordering items
from China. Skip to content. Enable the onboard 5v dc regulator by shorting the jumper pin.
Connect 12v dc motors to the H-Bridge module. You can power your Arduino from the onboard
5v dc regulator. Disable the onboard 5v dc regulator by opening the jumper pin. Connect 24v dc
motors to the H-Bridge module. Use a separate power supply for your Arduino, and common the
power ground rails. Otherwise , connect a dc-dc step-down converter to the motor power supply
to power your micro-controller. Connect a 5v power source to the H-Bridge driver module; it can
be the same power source in point 4 above. Connect 3v-6v dc motors to the H-Bridge module.
Otherwise , connect a dc-dc Constant Voltage Step Up Down converter to the motor power
supply to power your micro-controller. Connect a 5v power source to the H-Bridge driver
module; can be the same power source in point 4 above. Arduino Connection Start Code The
code below shows an example of how the wire connections have been assigned. Buying
Featured Items The purchase price is going to vary greatly depending on how quickly you want
the items. Hello to everyone. Let's introduce myself. My name is Dimitris and i am from Greece. I
love very much Arduino becasuse it's a smart board. I will try to describe as best as i can this
instructable in order to make by anyone. So let's start. Hello my friends! In the third lesson I will
show you how to control a dc motor 6V with Arduino and LN motor controller. The module can
drive DC motors that have voltages between 4. Wire your dc motor with LN motor controller and
Arduino as the image above. If something goes wrong write your comment below and I will
answer you as soon as possible. If you have any problem with the code or the wiring diagram
please write your comment below. Thank you. By Trying Together Visit my site! More by the
author:. About: The science of robotics fascinates me. Come my friends to experiment together.
In our lesson I will control one dc motor. I hope you to enjoy this project as I when you make it.
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in
Arduino. Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. The l is an integrated
monolithic circuit in a 15 lead multi-watt and power S package. It is a high voltage and high
current full dual bridge driver designed to accept standard TTL logic level and drive inductive
loads such as relays, solenoids and DC stepper motor. Two enabled inputs are provided to
enable or disable the device independently of the input signals. The emitters of the lower
transistors of each bridge are connected together and the corresponding external terminal can
be use for the connection of external sensing resistor. Additional supply input is provided so

that the logic works at lower voltage. This module has ease to connect and drive a dc motor or
stepper motor allows you to easily and intently control two motor up to 2A each in both
direction or one stepper motor. It is excellent for robotics applications and well fit to a
microcontroller. It can also be interfaced with simple manual switches, TTL Logic gates and
relays. There are many model of ln boards in the market, see the photo below for examples. All
of this devices are same functions and features. A digital electric motor that moves one step at
a time and each step is defined by a step angle. The stepper motor moves is distinct steps
during its rotation. Each steps is defined by a step angle. In the example below you may notice
that there are 4 distinct steps for the rotor to make a complete degree rotation. As defines in
step angle at 90 degrees. Since the stepper motor does move in discreet movement, we can say
that a stepper motor is actually a digital motor. This characteristic makes it very suitable for
digital interfaces integrates with a microcontroller. The stepper motor has steps per revolution
and can operate at 60RPM. See the wiring diagram below. Place the jumper included with the Ln
Module over the pin. As you can see the diagram below, Red, Green, Yellow, and Blue are
connected into the ln board pin. Otherwise you must input 5V regulated power at pin 5 so that
the circuit can operate properly. Do not enable the onboard 5V regulator if you are supplying
more than 16V to motors on pin 3 or the regulator will burn out. To use the current sense
feature, remove the jumpers and attach to the header pins. Leave the jumper connected when
not using current sense. When these pins are HIGH, power is output to the motor. By using
PWM, you are turning power on and off very quickly to adjust the speed of the motor. The
longer the PWM duty cycle is, the faster the motor will turn. Connect these pins to digital
outputs on your robots microcontroller. This will result in the motors stopping slowly and
naturally from friction. The motors will come to an instant stop. Here are some handy tables to
show the various modes of operation. A helpful article butâ€¦.. Your ppt on intro to stepper
motors refers to Flemings Right Hand Rule. The Left Hand rule is used for motors. Your email
address will not be published. What is a stepper motor? Motor Driver Truth Tables Here are
some handy tables to show the various modes of operation. Open you your Arduino IDE just
follow the instruction below. Reply Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Important Cookie Information : We use cookie to provide you the best possible
experience, this site uses cookies and by continuing to use the site you agree that we can save
them on your device. Find out more. OK, Close. LN motor driver IC has many applications in the
embedded field, especially on the robotics side. For this purpose, we use motor driver ICs. The
motor driver is a little current amplifier. It takes a low current signal and gives out a high current
signal which can drive a motor. It can also control the direction of the motor. Motor drives are of
many kinds depending upon the maximum supply voltage, maximum output current, rated
power dissipation, load voltage, and number outputs, etc. Here we are going to discuss motor
driver LN. LN is an integrated circuit multi watt 15 package and capable of giving high voltage. It
is a high current dual full-bridge driver that is designed to accept standard TTL logic levels. It
can drive inductive loads e. The pin diagram in top view for LN is given below:. LN consists of
four independent power amplifiers. Two of them form H-bridge A while other two form H-bridge
B. Pair of H Bridge is used to control a bi-polar stepper motor. Basically LN is used to drive
inductive or magnetic loads, so there can come voltage spikes in output. To avoid that voltage
spikes there should be some internal parasitic or Flywheel diodes. But it lacks them. We use
externally these flywheel diodes. They can be 1N schottky diodes or 1N rectifier diodes. Current
sense pins can be tied to ground but we can also insert low value resistor and its voltage
reading is proportional to current. Both enable pins can be used at the same time which makes
all for outputs active at the same time. All the four inputs and Enable pins work on 5v TTL logic
which makes the connection easy with microcontrollers. We can also change the toggle input
settings in start if we have to run the motor continuously. In using push buttons, on side of
buttons is attached with power supply and others are attached with inputs of LN. As long as the
button is pressed, the motor will keep running in specified direction according to the logic given
through the button. Also use the heat sinks when doing practically. Here we have simulated the
above example. At the present state, both motors are running in a clockwise direction. If I invert
both the logics, they will run in an anti-clockwise direction. I wanna know pic16f interface with
Ln motor driver and bluetooth module hc and dc motor. Notify me of follow-up comments by
email. Notify me of new posts by email. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Table of Contents. Thanks a lot for this, it helps me a lot in my

project! Manage consent. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. This is where the LN motor controller comes in. The LN motor controller follows
the H-bridge configuration, which is handy when controlling the direction of rotation of a DC
motor. An H-bridge schematic looks like this:. Here, the motor rotates in the direction dictated
by the switches. When S1 and S4 are on, the left motor terminal is more positive than the right
terminal, and the motor rotates in a certain direction. On the other hand, when S2 and S3 are on,
the right motor terminal is more positive than the left motor terminal, making the motor rotate in
the other direction. The other benefit of using an H-bridge is that you can provide a separate
power supply to the motors. This is very significant especially when using an Arduino board
where the 5V power source is simply not enough for two DC motors. The LN is an integrated
circuit that follows the H-bridge concept. Here are the pinouts for each package:. The most
notable feature here is its high power supply although its input pins follow lower voltage levels.
This means you can power high voltage motors while controlling them with microcontrollers. As
already mentioned, the LN has four inputs corresponding to the four switches in the H-bridge
diagram above. All you need to do is apply signals to the inputs to make the motor s rotate to a
certain direction. You have Motor A inputs and Motor B inputs. These connect to the
microcontroller. The motor terminals connect to Motor Terminals 1, 2, 3, 4. Specifically, motor A
connects to terminals 1 and 2 while Motor B connects to terminals 3 and 4. There are also two
other jumpers on the board, as shown. Remove these jumpers if you are using DC motors and
keep it for stepper motors. More on that later. Using the LN if straightforward. If you want the
left motor to rotate in one direction, apply a high pulse to IN1 and a low pulse to IN2. To reverse
the direction, reverse the pulses to IN1 and IN2. The same applies to the right motor. These
assumes you are following the same Fritzing diagram above. Speed control is also possible
with the LN motor driver. All you need is feed PWM signals to the motor enable pins. The speed
of the motor will vary according to the width of the pulses. The wider the pulses, the faster the
motor rotates. How fast the motor rotates for a given pulse width will vary from motor to motor
even if they look exactly the same. Thus, the actual pulse width must be derived through
experiment. You can attach the control pins to any digital or even analog pins. However, for
motor speed control, the motor enable pins must be attached to a PWM enabled pin. Here you
see that the motor enable pins connect to pin 10 and pin 5, both of which are PWM pins. You
can modify this sketch to include a function for going backwards, turning left and turning right.
Just follow the table above. Ever wondered how you can create sine, square or triangular waves
with Arduino? If 12V jumper removed an external 5V DC must be connected to the 5V pin in
order for LN chip to work, No one mentioned this as it can waste a lot of time to find out why
when 12V jumper removed and use over 12V DC to supply the kit. However, the motors are not
working. Do I need to connect any resistance between Hbridge terminal to Motor?? Excellent
read, I just passed this onto a colleague who was doing a little research on that. And he really
bought me lunch because I located it for him smile So let me rephrase that: Thanks for lunch!
Hi, I have a DC motor with an operating voltage of only V lying on my desk, but I guess the LN
Motor Controller Board wouldn't be of much help to me, what should I use instead to master the
amperage? You can still use the LN with your motor. You'll need a power supply with 7VV
output to power the board though. The l is an integrated monolithic circuit in a 15 lead
multi-watt and power S package. It is a high voltage and high current full dual bridge driver
designed to accept standard TTL logic level and drive inductive loads such as relays, solenoids
and DC stepper motor. Two enabled inputs are provided to enable or disable the device
independently of the input signals. The emitters of the lower transistors of each bridge are
connected together and the corresponding external terminal can be use for the connection of
external sensing resistor. Additional supply input is provided so that the logic works at lower
voltage. This module has ease to connect and drive a dc motor or stepper motor allows you to
easily and intently control two motor up to 2A each in both direction or one stepper motor. It is
excellent for robotics applications and well fit to a microcontroller. It can also be interfaced with
simple manual switches, TTL Logic gates and relays. There are many model of ln boards in the
market, see the photo below for examples. If you want to build your own, see the schematic
diagram below. If your using two motors for a robot you need to ensure that the polarity of the
motors is the same on both outputs, otherwise you need to swap them when you set the motors
to forward and backward. We need to connect 6 digital output pins on your Arduino. Controlling

the Speed of the motor you need to used the PWM Pulse with Modulation signal from the digital
pin connected to the Arduino enabled pin can. Otherwise you must input 5V regulated power at
pin 5 so that the circuit can operate properly. Do not enable the onboard 5V regulator if you are
supplying more than 16V to motors on pin 3 or the regulator will burn out. To use the current
sense feature, remove the jumpers and attach to the header pins. Leave the jumper connected
when not using current sense. When these pins are HIGH, power is output to the motor. By
using PWM, you are turning power on and off very quickly to adjust the speed of the motor. The
longer the PWM duty cycle is, the faster the motor will turn. Connect these pins to digital
outputs on your robots microcontroller. This will result in the motors stopping slowly and
naturally from friction. The motors will come to an instant stop. Here are some handy tables to
show the various modes of operation. I am using 2 motor driver for 4 bo motor obstacle
avoiding robot.. Give me some tips n coding help.. Your email address will not be published.
Motor Driver Truth Tables Here are some handy tables to show the various modes of operation.
These function will turn the motors on the possible speeds, the maximum speed turns is
determined. The PWM Pulse with modulation values will sent. Important Cookie Information :
We use cookie to provide you the best possible experience, this site uses cookies and by
continuing to use the site you agree that we can save them on your device. Find out more. OK,
Close. In this article you will learn how to control a stepper motor with the LN motor driver. This
driver board is usually used to control DC motors, but it is also an inexpensive alternative to
control stepper motors! It can control both the speed and the spinning direction of most stepper
motors like a NEMA I have included a wiring diagram and many example codes. This library is
fairly easy to use and can greatly improve the performance of your hardware. After each
example, I break down and explain how the code works, so you should have no problems
modifying it to suit your needs. If you would like to learn more about other stepper motor
drivers, then the articles below might be useful:. With this motor driver you can control DC
motors, stepper motors, relays, and solenoids. It comes with two separate channels, called A
and B, that you can use to drive 2 DC motors, or 1 stepper motor when combined. The LN is
usually mounted on a red breakout board, which makes wiring a lot easier. The breakout board
also includes a 78M05 5 V power regulator. When the motor draws too much current, you can
damage the driver and the motor will get hot! What this means for you, is that you need to be
careful when selecting the stepper motor and power supply to use with this motor driver. Not all
stepper motors will work! The LN operating voltage is between 4. The motor I used for this
tutorial draws around 1 A at 5 V. The L comes in several different packages, the pinout for the
LN Multiwatt15 is given below:. When you remove the jumper, you need to provide the board
with 5 V from the Arduino. I use the following trick to determine how to connect 4 wire bipolar
stepper motors:. The only thing you need to identify is the two pairs of wires which are
connected to each of the two coils. This sketch turns the stepper motor 1 revolution in one
direction, pauses, and then turns 1 revolution in the other direction. The sketch starts by
including the Stepper. Next we need to define how many steps it takes for the motor to rotate 1
revolution. This means it takes steps to rotate degrees. You can change this value if you want if
you are using a different type of stepper motor or setup. After this, you need to create a new
instance of the Stepper class, which represents a particular stepper motor connected to the
Arduino. In our case these are pins 8, 9, 10 and Note that you can create multiple stepper
objects with different names if you want to control more than one motor. I set it to , so we
should see around 1. Passing a negative number to this function reverses the spinning
direction of the motor. In the following three examples I will show you how you can control both
the speed, the direction and the number of steps the stepper motor should take. One of the
advantages is that it supports acceleration and deceleration, but it has a lot of other nice
functions too. The Library Manager will open and update the list of installed libraries. Select the
latest version and then click Install. The following sketch can be used to run one or more
stepper motors continuously at a constant speed. No acceleration or deceleration is used. The
next step is to define the motor interface type. The compiler will replace any references to this
constant with the defined value when the program is compiled. Next, you need to create a new
instance of the AccelStepper class with the appropriate motor interface type and connections.
As you saw in the previous example, the name that you give to the stepper motor will be used
later to set the speed, position, and acceleration for that particular motor. You can create
multiple instances of the AccelStepper class with different names and pins. This allows you to
easily control 2 or more stepper motors at the same time. Speeds of more than steps per
second can be unreliable, so I set this as the maximum. If you have multiple stepper motors
connected, you can specify a different speed for each motor:. This depends on the set speed
and the time since the last step. The first part of the code up to the loop section is exactly the
same as in the previous example. Next we make use of the while loop. A while loop will loop

continuously, and infinitely, until the expression inside the parenthesis, becomes false. So in
this case I check if the current position of the stepper motor is not equal to steps! With the
following sketch you can add acceleration and deceleration to the movements of the stepper
motor without any complicated coding. The first section of this sketch is the same as in
example 1, but the setup and the loop are different. In the loop section of the code, I used a
different way to let the motor rotate a predefined number of steps. The motor will decelerate
before reaching the target position. In this article I have shown you how you can control a
stepper motor with an LN motor driver. We have looked at 4 examples, using both the Stepper
and AccelStepper libraries. I hope you found it useful and informative. I would love to know
what projects you plan on building or have already built with the LN motor driver. I am making
remote control roller blinds and have created a blend of the Accel Acceleration and Multistepper
sketches. This opens and closes the blinds successfully. However, I want to release the stepper
coils at the end of each function in order to allow the blinds to be adjusted manually if needed. I
have been looking unsuccessfully for this code. Can you offer a suggestion? I plan to operate
the arduino with an IR remote control. Cool project! I think you should be able to use the
disableOutputs and enableOutputs functions of the AccelStepper library. Thank you so much
for this valuable course. This help me to use the L module and a dvd head motor. Good day
Thank you for lots of good an interesting information What I would like to know can I use 2 LN
drivers to control two stepper motors from the same Arduino uno board Not sure about were
the second board wiring has to go? Please excuse me for asking stupid questions Hope you
can give me some advice I am very new to this. Your email address will not be published. Skip
to primary navigation Skip to main content Skip to primary sidebar Skip to footer In this article
you will learn how to control a stepper motor with the LN motor driver. LN Datasheet. What to
read next? Comments I am making remote control roller blinds and have created a blend of the
Accel Acceleration and Multistepper sketches. Hi Norm, Cool project! Best regards, Benne.
Trackbacks [â€¦] Control a stepper motor with LN motor driver and Arduino [â€¦]. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. LN motor driver board. Amazon
AliExpress. NEMA 17 stepper motor. Arduino Uno Rev3. Arduino IDE. Outputs of the Bridge A;
the current that flows through the load connected between these two pins is monitored at pin 1.
Outputs of the Bridge B; the current that flows through the load connected between these two
pins is monitored at pin Most motorized toys and many robot chassis kits use simple DC
motors. In the first part I will show you how to control the driver without the need for a
computer. This will give you a better understanding of how a motor driver works. It should also
give you ideas for very simple robot projects. In the second part I will show you how to quickly
wire up the driver to an Arduino. You can buy the parts for this article by following my affiliate
links to either Amazon or AliExpress:. If you have a 3D printer, clamp, helping hands or some
spare parts you can design something a bit more stable. This step is optional. But it reduces the
chance of shorting if you place the board on metal or spill something on to the work surface.
These instructions are based on the silkscreen of the board that I have. Your silkscreen may or
not be different. This type of board is usually shipped with three jumpers already in place. But in
case they are missing or not set, you should verify their placement before proceeding. But it is
important to note that if you power it with more than 12 volts the onboard 5V voltage regulator
will be damaged. So I just leave the header on. For a simple robot you can just operate at full
speed. That will enable the motors. That is the equivalent of sending a signal to operate at no
speed. Depending on the board the wiring will determine if both motors operate in the same
direction when expected. At this point, if your LN board has an indicator light it should be on
and the motors should not be moving. If you pull both inputs for a motor high by connecting
them both to the 12V input then that will stop the motor, just like if they were both pulled low.
The motors will only run if one input is high, setting the direction. Now that you understand the
basics of how the LN works you could build a simple robot using long cables and push buttons
wired to IN1 through IN4. Below is a simple program to run the motors through a sequence
using an Arduino Nano. You should be able to easily adapt the wiring to most other Arduino
devices. In this tutorial I showed you how to setup an LN motor driver to drive two DC direct
current motors. First I showed you how to control the motors without a computer. Then I gave
you a quick demo of how to control the motors using an Arduino Nano. Now you have enough
information to build a simple wheel-based robot. Or you could use the information to either
modify motor-based toys or design some new motorized project. An exercise for the reader is to
figure out how to wire the PWM pins to an Arduino to control the speed of each motor. You
could either do it programmatically or read a potentiometer to set the speed. In this article, you
will learn about the LN motor driver module in detail. But first, we must answer some basic
questions like what is a motor driver, why is it used in a circuit, and what is an H-bridge
configuration, etc. Image Source: sproboticworks. A motor driver module is a simple circuit

used for controlling a DC motor. It is commonly used in autonomous robots and RC cars LN
and LD are the most regularly utilized motor driver chips. A motor driver module takes the low
voltage input from a controller like Arduino. This input logic controls the direction of DC motors
connected to the driver. To put it in simple words, you can control the direction of DC motors by
giving appropriate logic to the motor driver module. The motor driver module consists of a
motor driver IC, which is the heart of the module. But a decent DC motor needs at least 5V or
12V. Also, the output current limit of Arduino is relatively very low. Hence the output of Arduino
is not enough to power up the motors. To solve this problem the use of a motor driver is
essential. We bridge the gap between the Arduino and motor by introducing a motor driver
between them. The LN motor driver is based on the H-bridge configuration an H-bridge is a
simple circuit that lets us control a DC motor to go backward or forward. It is a high current dual
full H-bridge driver that is constructed to receive standard TTL logic levels. It can also be used
to control inductive loads e. An H-bridge schematic looks like this:. Image Source: Wikipedia.
This causes clockwise rotation of the motor. This causes anticlockwise rotation of the motor.
The H-bridge configuration is commonly used to switch the direction of the motor. If the 5V-EN
jumper is in place, this pin acts as output and can be used to power up the Arduino. ENA pins
are utilized to control the speed of Motor A. Removing the jumper and connecting this pin to the
PWM input let us control the speed of the Motor A. ENB pin can be used to control the speed of
Motor B. Eliminating the jumper and interfacing this pin to PWM information let us control the
speed of Motor B. You can find detailed information on LN IC in the datasheet given above.
Specifications and information like Absolute maximum ratings, Block diagram, and suggested
circuits can be found in the datasheet. Circuit connections of Arduino with LN. Image Source:
hackster. Your email
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address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new
posts by email. Skip to content In this article, you will learn about the LN motor driver module in
detail. What is a Motor Driver Module? Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. VCC pin supplies power to the motor. Voltage anywhere
between 5 to 35V can be applied. GND is the common ground pin. Between this pin and the
ground, a sense resistor is connected to control the current of the load. Outputs of the Bridge
A; the current that flows through the load connected between these two pins is monitored at pin
1. Supply Voltage for the Power Output Stages. A non-inductive nF capacitor must be
connected between this pin and ground. Supply Voltage for the Logic Blocks. AnF capacitor
must be connected between this pin and ground. Outputs of the Bridge B. The current that
flows through the load connected between these two pins is monitored at the pin.

